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Sometimes the rubber in Model-med models
will be dented or flattened if left for a long time
in one place.

If you find that the rubber is deformed, 
gently warm the rubber with a hairdrier.
But be careful not to overheat the rubber.
A gentle heat is all that is needed.

This will bring the rubber back to its 
original shape.
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PPH KIT

contains NO latex
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Post-Partum Haemorrhage Kit Care and Handling
The Model-med PPH Kit is simple to use.
There are two tubes coming out of the uterus. One is for a low bleed and the
other is for a higher bleed in the uterus. Choose which tube you wish to use.
Now connect the tube to the pump as follows:-

Insert the tube from the uterus into the tube from the pump.
Sometimes the tubes will be a tight fit and may require some lubrication 
to insert the smaller tube into the larger tube.
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Make sure the birth canal of Sophie’s Mum is clean and dry. Place the uterus 
inside the birth canal until the opening of the uterus is at the opening of the
vagina. Rather than clamping the Sophie’s Mum base to the table, clamp the 
clamps to the table and butt the base up against them. Then raise the back of 
the model by approximately 150mm and rest it on a support such as a folded 
towel. This will assist the blood to flow out of the vagina rather than pooling
inside the uterus.

Unscrew the top of the pump and fill the bottle with Model-med Artificial 
Blood to a maximum of 1 litre. Tighten the top back onto the bottle and pump
approximately 120 times. This pressure will cause the blood to flow at 1 litre/min.
Depress the  trigger to make the blood flow. The small blue tab above the 
trigger is a lock for the trigger. Push it forward to lock the trigger open and 
pull it back towards you to release it. 

If you decide to make your own blood and use just water and vegetable 
colouring then the viscosity of the artificial blood will be much lower.
In this case you can pump up the pump with 35 strokes to achive a flow rate 
of 1 litre per minute.

CLEAN UP
Model-med Artificial Blood is non-toxic and will wash out. You may find it will
stain your hands red but this disappears quite rapidly. When cleaning the 
Sophie’s Mum you will find that the red stain requires more cleaning than 
usual. You can use Kerosene or a mild citrus-based cleaner. Citrus-based 
cleaners come in different strengths, so test it first on a small patch of skin. 
In Australia we recommend Citro Clean from Chem Pack if you can get it.
Wash out the pump and the uterus with warm water.
As usual you should clean the uterus with detergent and warm water, pat it 
dry, and then powder it with talcum powder to help preserve the rubber.
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Model-med International Pty Ltd Warranty

Our products are made from a soft, yet tough, material. They will last if they are treated like a person. That is, 
gently.

Model-med  International Pty Ltd offers a one year warranty to the original purchaser from the date of purchase 
on our models when they are handled, operated and maintained in accordance with the printed instructions 
accompanying them. This Limited Warranty shall be limited to the repair or replacement of parts that prove 
defective under normal use and service and which on examination shall indicate, to Model-med's satisfaction, they 
are defective. If Model-med confirms the defect and approves the claim, Model-med will elect to repair or replace, 
or have parts repaired or replaced without charge by a nominated representative of Model-med 's choosing. We 
may ask for photographic evidence of the damage to the model. The Warranty does not cover any costs of 
shipping. Shipping costs will be paid by the Customer.

This Limited Warranty does not cover any failures or operating difficulties due to accident, abuse, misuse, 
alteration, misapplication, vandalism, improper maintenance, or failure to perform normal and routine 
maintenance. 

We will repair a model if it fails within one year of purchase providing it has not been mistreated or abused.
We define mistreated or abused in, but not limited to, the following ways:-

If the model is cut, punctured or sliced by any object, including but not limited to forceps, knives, or any 
other implements.

Damage caused by fingernails is not covered by this warranty.

If any lubricant other than a water-based lubricant is used on the model. Only recognised water-based 
surgical lubricants should be used.

If any chemicals other than those described in the care and handling documents are used on the skin, or 
if the chemicals described in the care and handling documents are used in quantities greater than those 
recommended.

Hot objects should not be placed on or around the model. We define hot as being above  50 degrees  
celcius.

If you believe you have a claim under warranty you must first contact your local distributor for instructions on 
how to proceed with the claim.

Model-med International Pty Ltd shall not be liable under this or any implied warranty for incidental or 
consequential damages. 
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